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7 Basics For Getting Started To Build A Website (And Why You Don’t Need All of Them)

Hello Write Queen Readers and new eyes,

I am starting a new segment on my blog called The Write Web , where I will talk about web design. I have been working with artists

websites for the past couple of years and I would love to share some tips for those looking to have their own website, whether you do it

yourself or are looking for a web designer (I will resist the urge to say "pick me, pick me!").

Once you decide that you are going to get a website one way or another, the next step is how to start. Building a website can be time

consuming and a li le daunting. There are a lot of bells and whistles you can use to start building, but when it all becomes a blur and you

want to quit before you get started, here are 7 basic elements you need to use, obtain, or think about. 

1. E-mail

2. Domain Name

3. Website Platform

4. Web Hosting

5. Site Map

6. Content

7. Logo

I believe out of all the things you can do to get started, these are the most essential. However, you don't always need all of them.

Depending on your needs, some of these can be skipped or modified. There's no need to be married to this list of basics. 

I will tell you below.

First you need to remember what the basics are, so I provided a nifty, shareable web graphic you can save to your computer.

Now let's get down to business.

But why don't we need all of them?  
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Question: 

Easy! Have the mail from the e-mail account you will use for your website forwarded to your personal e-mail. Each e-mail providers

gives you instructions on how to do that between accounts. Some providers also give you tips as to how to organize incoming e-mail in

their support section. As a G-Mail user, I usually use labels and folders where my incoming mail from another account will go straight

into and be marked accordingly.

2. Domain Name

Now that you have you have your e-mail set up, you can start signing up for things such as a domain name! A domain name is your website

address that will lead people to your website. This can be your name (especially if this is a portfolio website) or a name you make up

based on what the purpose of the website is. This name can be as creative, clever, or to the point as you want it. 

BUT you have to make sure that your domain name isn’t already taken. You can usually nd this our by going to the site of a domain

name provider, such as GoDaddy.com, and type in the name to see if it is available. If it is not available, try using another extension other

than .com such as .  net, .org, .us, etc. Most domain providers will give you a list of suggestions if your domain name is already taken. 

With a domain name, you will be able to do things such as have your own .com (or .net, .org, .us, etc.) e-mail address. As mentioned

earlier, you could purchase an e-mail account or you can create an e-mail forwarding address to an existing e-mail account.

1. E-mail

Before anything, you need an e-mail address where you are going to sign up for everything! You could use your personal e-mail, but if

you want to keep your personal inbox from ge ing clu ered, it’s best to keep things separate. If you plan on sharing a contact e-mail

with the public, this is especially helpful for keeping your personal information safe from spammers or hacking. 

You can get another e-mail account for your website in two ways: as you would sign up for a personal e-mail such as G-Mail.com,

Yahoo.com, Live.com, etc. or you can purchase an e-mail account for a web solutions provider such as GoDaddy.com.

Question: 

Yes, you should, but you don’t have to pay extra if you don’t want to for another inbox. With most domain name providers, you have the

ability to do e-mail forwarding. This means you can make up an e-mail address such as info@mywebsite.com, but have it forward to

another e-mail provider such as G-Mail, Yahoo, etc.

Shouldn’t I get an e-mail account that has my domain name?

What if I don’t want to check two e-mail accounts?

http://www.crodonline.info
http://www.gmail.com
http://www.yahoo.com
http://www.live.com
https://media.godaddy.com/click.ng?spacedesc=21750285_21750283_1x1_21750284_21750285&af=21749338&ml_pkgkw=-%253A%2522%2522&ml_pbi=-21750285&ml_camp=21749337&ml_crid=21751395&x_cjwid=1&click=https%3A//www.godaddy.com/offers/default.aspx%3Fisc%3Dcjc30wsb&tmskey=1domwsb_13
mailto:info@mywebsite.com
https://media.godaddy.com/click.ng?spacedesc=21750285_21750283_1x1_21750284_21750285&af=21749338&ml_pkgkw=-%253A%2522%2522&ml_pbi=-21750285&ml_camp=21749337&ml_crid=21751395&x_cjwid=1&click=https%3A//www.godaddy.com/offers/default.aspx%3Fisc%3Dcjc30wsb&tmskey=1domwsb_13


Question: 

Yes and No! Depending on the website platform you choose to build your website on, you don’t have to purchase a domain name right

away (or ever!). With Content Management Systems (CMS) website platforms or Blogging platforms such as Weebly.com,

Wordpress.com, Wix.com, Blogger.com, Tumblr.com, Squarespace.com, etc. you can get a sub domain URL through them (i.e.

yourwebsite.weebly.com). You can use that subdomain for your website forever (or as long as you want your website to be up). 

BUT there are bene ts to having a domain name. One of them is the ease of ge ing a short URL to people. It is easier to say

yourwebsite.com than it is to say yourwebsite.weebly.com. Having your own domain name also shows that you are professional and

serious about your website and its content. Lastly, you’ll be able to have your own .com e-mail address through purchase or e-mail

forwarding.

3. Website Platform

You have your e-mail and your domain name. Now it’s time to gure out what platform you will build your website on. There are a few

different types of website platforms you can choose from. There are Content Management Systems (CMS) website platforms, Blogging

platforms, FTP websites, web hosting with 1-click install apps. There are many options. 

The most common ones that people will use to get started, especially if they are doing it on their own, are Blogging and CMS platforms.

These sites are ones you may be familiar with such as Wordpress.com, Weebly.com, Wix.com, Blogger.com, Tumblr.com,

Squarespace.com, and more. Most of them have easy to use features to build a basic website with a few clicks of a button. 

You can even purchase a domain name through some of these platforms, though they can be a li le bit more expensive. My advice is to

not get the domain name through these providers unless the price seems right to you. 

The right website platform will depend on your website needs. Are you only interested in blogging? Then choose a blogging platform.

Do you want to have a store front? Find a platform that has one included in it (CMS platforms are great for that). Do you want a free

website or are you willing to pay fees? Do you want a platform that has pretty or basic templates/layouts? 

There are many questions you must ask yourself and then a lot of research you must do, especially if you are doing to build it yourself.

You can also hire a web designer who is more versed on the di erent platforms and estimating your website needs to help you decide

which platform would be the best for your website and who will build it for you.

Question: 

It all depends on your needs and the features being o ered by the platform. If you nd that you could use or are using certain features

frequently, it is worth it to invest. But if you are ne with using basic, free features and you don’t need them, don’t waste your money

using them!

Question: 

Yes! If you are not tech savvy, do not have the patience to learn and build, and want the best website you can possibly have, yes! Hire

someone. There are plenty of web designers out there who can build your site, whether you are using free or premium features. Some

web designers may even have a lower fee because of it (points to self). Shop around and see you can do the best job for you within your

budget!

4. Web Hosting

E-mail, domain name, website platform. Now we are ready for web hosting. Web hosting is where the website will be hosted, your

website’s home, where you will put your platform. This one is optional. Yes it is optional! 

Some website platforms also host the website on their servers. When you sign up for a blogging platform or a lot of popular CMS

platforms, you are instantly ge ing a place to host your website. The catch to this is that some of them allow you to host only a certain

amount of space (though there are those who host unlimited space too!). If you want additional space, you may have to pay for additional

web hosting. 

There are also platforms that do not provide any type of hosting and require you to purchase a separate web hosting account such as

Wordpress.org (yes there are two di erent Wordpress platforms), Drupal, Joomla, etc. Web hosting can also include a domain and e-

mail, depending on the provider. 

Lastly some web host have 1-click applications that allow you to build website on your website, giving an array of options to choose from.

Do I always need a domain name?

Should I pay to have premium features on a website platform?

Should I pay someone to build and design my website, even if I am using a free platform?

http://yourwebsite.weebly.com
http://yourwebsite.com
http://yourwebsite.weebly.com
http://www.wordpress.com
http://www.weebly.com
http://www.wix.com
http://www.blogger.com
http://www.tumblr.com
http://www.squarespace.com
http://wordpress.org


Depending on how much work you want to put into designing your website, you can choose to host your website on either a platform

that includes hosting and features to help design or you can host a website with something else and learn the ins and outs of web design

(or you can hire someone to do that for you).

5. Site Map

When I use the term site map, I am not talking about the site map that is used to crawl pages on your website pages for search engine

purposes, I am talking about your actual plan for what pages you want on your website. You can decide that you want to build a website,

but if you don’t know what pages you are going to have on it, you are going to hit a wall really fast! 

You should also think about how many pages you want to start o  with (you can always add on later), what those pages are, and what’s

going to be on them. For the average creative website, you are going to have these basic pages: About, Contact, Media (can consist of a

Photo Gallery, Videos, and other digital media) and possibly a Links page full of links that you recommend. 

Depending on the type of website you are going to have, you will also have pages such as: Portfolio, E-Commerce/Store, Calendar, Blog,

Services, Membership, or Forum. Once you decide how many pages and what those pages are, you can sit down and think about what

content will be on there. 

You don’t have to plan out your exact content, but you should know where you are going to place pictures, where you are going to have

videos, the type of stuff that will be on your about and content pages, and more.

6. Content

We almost have all the trimmings! The e-mail, domain name, web platform and host, what pages are we going to have and now nally

the meat and potatoes of a website…the content! If you planned this right, you should know what type of content you want on your

website and where it will go. But how do you get, nd or create content? Depending on the type of website you are building, this will

vary. 

For a portfolio website, you have links, videos, or pictures to existing work or you scan in or take pictures of existing work and upload it

to your website. For a blog, you’ll have to plan it out a li le more. You will have wri en posts and most likely pictures of various topics

within your interests or niche. For websites that o er collaborative opportunities, you will have a collection of collaborators work. You

can solicit content from others. You can create your own content. The possibilities are plentiful. 

No ma er what the content is, make sure that it’s well thought out because content is king. Without content, you website would be

empty so make sure to plan it out and nd everything you need to make your content enjoyable, engaging, or useful to anyone who

comes across it.

7. Logo

You have everything you need to start your website. Now you just need something that lets people know that it is yours. A logo can be a

symbol or graphic pertaining to the type of website you have or you can have the name done in typography. 

Either way you go, this will be used in other places other than your website. It can be used in social media posts, go on business cards or

other promotional material, be used around the web, etc. It is your symbol that visitors come to know so that when they see it elsewhere,

they know this is something from you.

There you have it! 7 Basics to get you started! 

I hope you have enjoyed this post. If you want to show support and thanks for these tips, you can leave a comment in the comments

section, contact me, or check out my services. Many of the things I have mentioned, I o er too! You can check out my website Christina

Rodriguez Online or click below to shop for domain names, web hosting, e-mail accounts and more!

Web ServicesWeb Services

http://www.crodonline.info
http://webhosting.crodonline.info/domains/search.aspx?ci=1774&prog_id=510339
http://webhosting.crodonline.info/hosting/web-hosting_4.aspx?ci=83725&prog_id=510339&pl_id=510339
http://webhosting.crodonline.info/email/email-hosting.aspx?ci=1794&prog_id=510339
http://webhosting.crodonline.info/
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Great info... As a newbie blogger I had all of these questions when I started and had to figure it all out on my own. Wish I had this a couple

months ago!
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Great post with good information! Thanks for sharing!
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What a great post!
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Great post. I love your points Especially about the site map.

REPLY

Leave a comment

I also build websites for clients, especially for artists! If you want a web designer to build your website, let's talk!

Till next time!

0LikeLike
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8/30 - Five Ways to Jumpstart Your 30/30

Hello Poets and Readers!

In my last post, I talked about a couple of reminders you should repeat to yourself while doing the 30/30 challenge. Now that you have

that down pact, you might be wondering how you can keep up the momentum. Well don't worry because I have a few tips!

1. Keep it short!Keep it short!  - I know that after writing a few longer pieces, the thought of writing another one tires my soul. That's when I switch

gears and look into short forms such as haiku, tanka, lunes, the six-word poem, writing a poem via Twi er and more. Keep it simple,

make it fun, or use this opportunity to play around with language under limited constraints. Remember that you don't have to stick to

the topics that traditionally go with these forms. Be daring and write about what's true to you.

2. Prompt It!Prompt It!  - There are so many prompts out there for poets. I love when I nd one that immediately starts a re in me. Here are a few

places that I go to for prompts and some new discoveries:

3. It's All About Form!It's All About Form!  - Trying di erent poetry forms are a challenge and is extremely fun (if you are into certain forms of mental

torture...I kid, kind of). Some of us are creatures of habit and write about the same themes over and over again, so using di erent forms

of poetry can either force us into another topic (some forms are known for certain themes) or makes it seem like we are changing things

up.  Here's a couple of starting points for looking into forms: Poets.org and PoetryFoundation.org

4. There's an App for that!There's an App for that!  - Not the most popular, but poetry apps for your phone or tablet do exist. You won't be creating your most epic

poems through apps, but they are fun and can jump start some ideas for more poems. Check out a post from a couple of years ago  about a

few recommended apps. Look out for a more recent list of poetry apps later on in the month.

5. Reading is Fundamental!Reading is Fundamental! - Pick up a poetry book and read! Sometimes the words of others will spark ideas of your own. Take it a step

Poets & Writers The Time is Now Prompts

Writer's Digest Poetic Asides

A Tumblr on Poetry Prompts

The Journal Writing Exercises

Creative Writing Now Prompts

Prompts by Kelli Russell Agodon

The Found Poetry Review Prompts

Prompts by Rachel McKibbens

Prompts from LitBridge

PoeWar Prompts

Prompts from Writing Forward
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further. Take a random line from a poem in the book and use it as your first line, building from there.

Bonus:Bonus: Here's a post I wrote last year about Mondegreen , when you misinterpret a phrase as a result of near-homophony, in a way that

gives it a new meaning - using it as a tool to write a poem.

Hope these tips help you lovely poets out there. Share some results with me in the comments!

Till next time, 

The Write Queen
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The Write Movement 
Christina Rodriguez 
info@thewritemovement.org 
 

The Write Movement Launches TheWriteMovement.org 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
 
Chicago, IL – The Write Movement will launch TheWriteMovement.org, a website devoted to 
providing education, resources, and opportunities for careers in the literary arts, publishing, and 
new media industries in May 2016 
 
TheWriteMovement.org will provide resources and calls for opportunities for writers about 
careers in the literary, publishing, and new media arts such as a national events calendar built by 
writers and organizations, a job board, a set of listings for publications, contests, workshops, 
submission calls, schools, events, organizations, and writer profiles.  
 
“Noticing a gap between learning the craft of writing and finding career opportunities, whether it’s 
being a creative writer, journalist, editor, or book publisher, I decided to create an organization 
that is dedicated to providing education on careers in the writing world,” said Christina Rodriguez, 
whose background is in journalism, poetry, and literary magazine editing. “There are so many 
scattered resources out there and not enough affordable options to advance in writing. We need a 
place that is dedicated to jobs, careers, and opportunities in writing, not just the craft. There are 
many talented writers out there who don’t know all of their options.” 
 
The Write Movement is looking for a volunteer editorial staff to help manage, research, and build 
content for TheWriteMovement.org. Please contact for opportunities. 
 
Founded in 2016, The Write Movement is a developing nonprofit organization dedicated to 
providing education, resources, and opportunities for careers in the literary, publishing, and new 
media arts/industries. The Write Movement aims to create educational programming, provide 
certifications, and help writers form connections in the nonprofit, book publishing, education, and 
for-profit industries. The Write Movement also celebrates the literary arts by curating 
performances and publishing opportunities. Future endeavors include opening a creative media 
space for creation, performance, and learning in The Write Movement’s founding city, Chicago 
and other cities in the US. To find out how you can contribute to The Write Movement, visit 
www.thewritemovement.org. 
 

### 
 
 

www.thewritemovement.org 



 
 

The Guardian Life Insurance Company of America 7 Hanover Square, New York, NY 10004-4025 

 
For Producer Use Only. Not for Use with the General Public. Pub 6091 

2013-6222 

Is Your Business Being Replaced?  
Find Out What the Conservation Team Can Do To Help 

 
 
We hope that your clients will not want to replace Guardian business.  However with an ever changing marketplace, the circumstance may arise 
from time-to-time in your book of business.  Guardian’s Life Policy Conservation Team is here to help.   
 

Keys to Conservation Success 
Make sure you’re set up to receive alerts from Client Manager∗

 
We Can Help Your Case 
There are several ways that the Conservation team can help conserve your business: 

.  If you are sent an alert by email indicating that Life Policy Conservation has 
received a potential replacement notice, these are the steps we recommend: 
 

• We can freeze the replacement process in order to give you time to talk with your client - meaning that an exchange or surrender will be 
temporarily delayed until you fill us in on your client conversation and give us the okay to release it. 

• We can conduct a case analysis of the replacement. 
• We can request missing information from third parties such as their ledger or disclosure statement. 
• We can refer you to Life Product Support and Competition for assistance with illustrations and competition information. 
• You can visit the Conservation Portal on Guardian Online (under Products > Life Insurance > Conservation) for materials such as the 

Conservation Playbook (Pub 4301) and the Replacement Questionnaire (Pub 4395). 
 

As a Reminder - It’s All about Service 
During the conservation process, remember to be their advocate. If clients tell you they have talked to another agent, don't get defensive. Be 
patient and ask if you can help by advising on any issues the other agent may have brought up. If you are not sure of their policy options, call 
Conservation at (800) 871-7780 (Option 2, then Option 3). We will be happy to walk you through any alternatives. 
 
Be prepared to have the policy owner sign a document that includes, name, policy number, and a statement indicating that the policy owner does 
not want to replace the Guardian policy with a policy from “XYZ Company”. If all goes well, you can fax this to us at (212) 919-4061 to stop the 
replacement process immediately. If you have to make changes to your client’s policy, such as using one of the non-forfeiture options, or 
adjustments to the policy, call Customer Service at (800) 441-6455.  
 
Guardian Leaders Club Agents say to prevent replacements, you need to service your clients. Conducting periodic or annual reviews are a great way 
to see if they are satisfied with the service or if their financial situation has changed. By implementing reviews into your practice, your clients may 
steer clear from the competition based on the trusted relationship you have formed. 

 

Questions? Important Contact Information 

     
 

                     
∗ How to set up Client Manager Alerts: Access GOL Client Manager > Click on Alerts > Click on Alert Preferences > Click on Expand Results > Clicking on Add Address will allow 

the user to add any email address to receive UCV alerts or to modify or delete any existing email address. 
 

•Call Conservation at 

(800) 871-7780      

(Opt. 2, then Opt. 3) 

and ask for copies of 

the information we 

have received from the 

replacing company. 

CALL US 

•Call your client to find 

out why the policy is 

being replaced. Ask for 

an appointment to go 

over available options. 

CALL YOUR 
CLIENT 

•Before you go to the 

appointment,            

Call Conservation, and 

discuss with us the 

client's goals 

and available options. 

There may be options 

you have not 

considered. 

DISCUSS YOUR 
AVAILABLE 

OPTIONS WITH 
CONSERVATION 

•Stay in contact with the 

Conservation 

department to let us 

know your progress on 

conserving the policy. 

KEEP IN 
TOUCH 

Life Policy Conservation E-mail 
Life_Policy_Conservation@glic.com 

Life Policy Conservation 
(800) 871-7780  

Opt. 2, then Opt. 3 

Life Policy Conservation Fax 
(212) 919-4061 

Life Product Support and 
Competition 

(800) 871-7780  
Opt. 2, then Opt. 1 

Customer Call Center 
(800) 441-6455 

mailto:Life_Policy_Conservation@glic.com
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3RD ANNUAL NAPOMO 30/30/30 ::
DAY 20 :: CHRISTINA RODRIGUEZ ON
CLARICE LISPECTOR, AGUA VIVA, AND
THE ART OF BREATHLESSNESS

It’s a slow kind of love that builds as the pages are turning.  When you read a book, you grow to love the story,

the characters, and the author. If you are a writer, you might find a mentor and a muse among those pages.

You’ll study technique, language, and the emotion behind each line. It may take one book, it may take a few. But

a writer knows when they have found the writer they aim to be.

For me, reading ‘s , it only took the first paragraph to realize this is who I wanted to

be:

Clarice Lispector Água Viva

It’s with such profound happiness. Such a hallelujah. Hallelujah, I shout, hallelujah merging with the
darkest human howl of the pain of separation but a shout of diabolic joy. Because no one can hold me
back. I can still reason – I studied mathematics, which is the madness of reason – but now I want the
plasma – I want to eat straight from the placenta. I am a little scared: scared of surrendering
completely because the next instant is unknown. The next instant, do I make it? or does it make itself?
We make it together with our breath. And with the flair of the bullfighter in the ring.

I was in love in an instant. With the instant Lispector often speaks about in . Though I was originally

given this work – also known as — as a reading assignment for an English course, my life was

changed forever.

Água Viva
 The Stream of Life 

Clarice Lispector was a Brazilian writer of Jewish-Ukrainian descent who published nine novels, several short

stories, and worked as a journalist.  was her seventh novel (seven is my favorite/lucky number –

another sign of fate) that was published in 1973 and translated into English in 1978. Along with three of her

novels, it was re-translated in 2012 by New Directions.

Água Viva

 is different from the rest of Lispector’s work. It is a non-novel with an unknown narrator talking to

a mysterious “you”. It’s stream of consciousness that knocks the reader into a state of breathlessness. You know

that feeling. You don’t know where your lungs have gone and your heart walked out the door in praise seconds

before. You sit in a state of trembling and wonderment, trying to figure out what your life was before you read

these words. Sometimes the feeling is so intense that you have to stop and close your eyes to bring yourself

back in your skin.

Água Viva

The world: a tangle of bristling telephone wires. And the brightness

however is still dark: that is I facing the world.
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[re:con]versations :: Digging Deeper with
NEPTUNE COURT’s Anton Yakovlev

[re:con]versations :: OF SYSTEMS OF :: digging
deeper with The Sensitive Boy Slumber Party
Manifesto’s Joseph Cuillier

[re:con]versations :: OF SYSTEMS OF :: digging
deeper with CYCLORAMA’s Davy Knittle

[re:con]versations :: OF SYSTEMS OF :: digging
deeper with SCHEMA’s Anurak Saelaow
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As a poet, this is the ultimate achievement – the state of breathlessness. I am sure I have felt this before I

read , especially in poetry, but reading this book was the first time I knew what it was. And I knew I

had to be that breathlessness in my own writing. I knew I had to become the Clarice Lispector of Poetry.

Água Viva

That’s a heavy statement isn’t it? Well I was nineteen-years-old at the time. I was going to school for music

production and giving writing another shot at the same time (I stopped writing for a bit, come find me and I’ll

tell you why). This time around I was not only studying different poetic techniques on my own, but I was starting

to show my work to the world. I was a bit in denial, but it was the beginning of my acceptance of being in the

craft of writing. When the thought crossed my mind that I had a writer that I aimed to be, this was the first steps

of saying, “Hey, I am a writer.”

Why is Clarice a poetic inspiration?   is filled with clever metaphor, repetition, and rhythm. It’s

intelligent, but sensual. The mysterious “you” that is spoken to throughout the book could be the very same

“you” that most poets speak to in their poems. The “you” is her muse that makes her want to wax poetic on the

act of creation and have a living understanding of the instant within herself and the “you”. The “you” could

simply be a moment of time. To some readers,  could be considered an epic prose poem, simmering

with lines like:

Água Viva

Água Viva

.

The day seems like the smooth stretched skin of a fruit that in a small catastrophe
the teeth tear, its liquor drains. I’m afraid of the accursed Sunday that liquidifies
me

With technique, I find that when I write prose, whether it’s prose poetry or creative non-fiction, I do emulate her

use of repetition of a theory or concept in whatever I am writing about. I  find myself falling towards more of a

logical approach to express deep emotions, not worrying about “making it sound pretty” or to “appease what

would make it gentle for the reader” when I dabble in prose form. Yet there are still lines of painted beauty

mixed in the throes of logic.

I also relate to her feelings about writing, especially how she felt when she submitted the manuscript for 

 to her publisher. She was unsure and hesitant about this work. She had edited it many times. My guess that

since it was a reflection of her inner workings, she was afraid of failure and judgement. With certain pieces, I

feel the same.

Água
Viva

The impact Lispector has had on me as a writer intensifies as time passes. Rereading teaches a new

lesson each time. If I dare say,  it’s a bible for me. Though I enjoy her fiction works as much as I do ,

they do not call to me as a writer. As a reader yes, but as a writer, I take notes. I imitate. I keep that breathless

feeling nestled close to me when I am writing.

Água Viva 
Água Viva

I want to write to you like someone learning. I photograph each instant.

I relate a lot to the emotions in  and I find myself trying to recreate that feeling at times in my poetry

in general.  She’s not my number one craft muse, but she is the foundation of the type of writing I want to push

out of myself. Reading her book and discovering her writing/history came at a point when I was exploring what

it meant to be a writer and learning that writing was my true path in life.

Água Viva

My unbalanced words are the wealth of my silence.

I could go on and on, but I will leave you with this and urge you to add this book and writer into your collection:

But no one can give me their hand to help me out: I must use great strength—and in the nightmare,

with a sudden wrench, I finally fall face-down on this side here. I let myself lie tossed upon the rustic

earth, exhausted, heart still beating madly, breathing in great retchings. Am I safe? I wipe my damp

brow. I get up slowly, try to take the first steps of a weak convalescence. I’m managing to get my

balance. No, all this isn’t happening in real facts but in the domain of—of an art? yes, of an artifice

through which a most delicate reality arises which comes to exist in me: the transfiguration happened

to me. 

An excerpt of Clarice Lispector inspiration, time machined from the age of nineteen:

Identity

It is difficult for me to talk about my identity as me without talking about my identity as that girl. That

girl is a bag of Skittles, a taste for everyone, a different color for all to see. That girl is a child, her

daughter, his daughter, their possession. That girl is a friend, her best friend, his fuck buddy, their

“one of the guys” decoy, an acquaintance of distraction. That girl is everything I wouldn’t want to carve

in stone. Because that girl is known for having an easy brain, effortless dances of intelligence that bore

her to death. That girl is Jesus, healing the sick with her touch of compassion, giving and living ancient

messages of Her Father, her holier than thou Mother. A carpenter of building many lives of virtue.

That girl is your average angel next-door, the one that gets ridden on for every ounce of her kindness,

driving her use of common sense and intelligence till she runs on empty.

But that’s not me. I like to twist around the boundaries of madness and wit into bite sized pieces of

me for men pick on at the 5 o’clock shadow bars. I don’t respect anyone who is higher until I see they
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are humble enough to respect all who are lower. I let my mind be lazy until a challenge screams at me

to pay attention to reality again. I like to babble nonsense and call it art. I poetry my way around life

so nothing seems as simple as it sounds. I sin like everyday is after church Sunday, when everything is

already forgiven before I have to confess it all over again next week early morning. I am emotionally

blunting intellectual deterioration, building social isolation through disorganized speech and behavior,

creating delusions and hallucinations. Only melodies tell me what to keep in sight. I am the product of

a “suppose if Jesus and the Devil had a baby” question, keeping it good intentioned with a ting of dare

devil. I talk in orgasms, yet hardly get them. Can you say signs of womanhood? I am wondering how

much of me is me and how much is that girl?

I am indefinable, which has a definition, so there is identity in being nothing special, but everything

special. I am the given element that everyone takes advantage of, but whose presence is always

known. I am nobody’s little woman-child, breaking all my rules the minute that girl comes along. I am

the chameleon, changing with each environment, but there’s only one of me. I am no “that girl” Skittle.

It’s all or nothing with me. I am loyalty which is better than asked for company. I am the ramblings of

that girl, still trying to blur the lines.

Christina D. Rodriguez is a Queens-born writer/artist,

trying to live this thing called “The Writer’s Life”.  As an

aspiring arts journalist with B.A. in Journalism from

Brooklyn College, she blogs about her writing life on

her site, . She is also the editor for

the literary journal . Her writing has

appeared in 

and the anthologies, 

and

 as well as various college

publications. Christina will be pursuing her Masters in

Arts Management at the Columbia College of Chicago

in Fall 2014 to expand on her emerging online media

company, 

.

The Write Queen
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Establishing Artists for Tomorrow Media

Group

[Editor’s note: yet another entry in the dazzling array of fierce women participants via the creative conduit also

known as Caits Meissner series — check out  and 

 from earlier in the month, or any of the great work from Caits for the OS, searchable ! and

there’s still one more to come, believe it!!!]
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Straight out of Queens: Leeia Music
DECEMBER 18, 2009 | BROOKLYN COLLEGE

By CHRISTINA RODRIGUEZ

Aleeia Abraham did not start off wanting to

be a singer. It was college that brought it all

together.

“I was originally a liberal arts major when I

took this random voice class,” she said.

“My teacher was like `Wow, do you want to

be a singer,’ and I was like `uhJokay!’ ”

That, Abraham says, is when she started

taking things more seriously and decided

to try recording some songs.

After graduation from Queensborough

Community College, Abraham, a 5-foot-4-

inch petite powerhouse who used to belt

out random tunes in music classrooms,

became Leeia Music, a singer and

songwriter gaining recognition by winning

radio competitions, hosting a cable

television show and performing at popular

music festivals.

Though she now has a publicist, a booking

manager and an agent, Leeia has done a

lot of her artist development on her own.

And her hard work has been paying off.

She has performed at popular festivals

such as the “Irie Jamboree ‘09” and

“Reggae in Symphony,” which featured

established reggae artists such as Sean

Paul, Freddie McGregor, Shaggy and T.O.K.

She was the winning vocalist in the New York “Reggae Rising Stars” music competition hosted by the Ken

Williams Show on radio station 93.5 WVIP. She was also the winner of the 7th Annual Reggae Jam Talent

Search contest hosted by Dave Judah of the same station.

She occasionally hosts for the cable program “Style Masters TV,” for which she has interviewed stars such

as Grammy Award winner Freddie McGregor and actor Laman Rucker. Leeia has made cameo

performances in television productions such as the VH1 series, “The Salt and Pepa Show,” music videos

such as the “I Know” video by Jay-Z and more recently, the movie “Beware The Gonzo” (starring Jesse

McCartney, Amy Sedaris, and Campbell Scott ), according to Leeia’s MySpace biography.

Leeia’s main genres of music are reggae fusion and R&B. She mixes traditional and dancehall reggae with

variations of contemporary and soul R&B music, or whatever fits her mood. She’ll touch on rock when

singing with her band in live performances.

The 26-year-old Queens native received an Associates of Science in Fine Arts and Performance in Music

from Queensborough Community College in Bayside, Queens, graduating in 2007 after three years at the

school.

While she remembers learning about ear training and music theory, Queensborough gave her something

more than an education. “School gave me the confidence more than anything else,” she said. “I still know

what a minor second is and all that, but honestly, it just really gave me the confidence and a platform to

expand my voice.” She performed at small concerts at the school and bonded with other musicians, which

she didn’t get to do outside school because none of her friends sang or played an instrument.

“Queensborough helped me realize that I wanted to be a singer because I didn’t know before I went to

Queensborough that I wanted to be a singer,” Leeia said. “I guess I knew that I liked singing, but I guess I

didn’t know I was allowed to pursue it.”

With school showing her the possibilities of a music career, she began the journey to becoming Leeia

Music.

She first recorded in Lyrically Armed Studio in Queens Village, then at Hiltop Studio in the Bedford-Stuyvesant

area in Brooklyn. Leeia said the most important aspect of a studio for her is the engineer. “I don’t like working

with engineers who press the button and are like, `Are you done?’ I like working with an engineer that has

input because they have ears and they can hear stuff that I can’t hear.”
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Leeia puts on a lot of her own shows. In the summertime, she was doing two shows a day on the weekends
in places such as Sounds Of Brazil (S.O.B.’s) in Lower Manhattan and Sputnik in Brooklyn. Now as things
slow down, she does more like two shows a month. She has performed in venues such as Club Atrium in
Georgia and Club Moonlite in Michigan as well as various venues like La Clave in New York.

People also call her up and ask her to perform or sometimes she catches wind of a particular show.

“Sometimes I stalk shows,” Leeia said. “I take my CDs to shows and pretend that I was supposed to perform
the whole time and slowly, but surely, they’ll let me get on stage. Then I get to impress the right people.”

With her own shows, she’s had to do everything from getting the venue to talking to the proper media outlets
and getting all the equipment.

“It’s definitely harder putting on a show than starring in it, but it something that I like to do,” Leeia said. “I can
do what I want and put on some of my favorite up-coming artists where we can pool our resources, our fans
and really get to out on the best show possible.”

Leeia does have help with putting on her shows. Rohan Rudford, Leeia’s bass player and musical director,
does all the arrangements for songs and designs the flow of the show, determining how to start the show
and how to end it. When Leeia is not performing with the band, he also advises her on what songs she
should sing depending on the audience and venue.

Rudford met Leeia when he responded to her ad on craigslist.org, while she was looking to put together a
band. They kept e-mailing back and forth. Rudford remembers his first impression of Leeia.

“She pointed me to some of her stuff that she was doing, that she already had been working on solo and I
kind of liked what I saw,” Rudford said. “She had a lot of drive about her. She had videos, songs and she was
really trying to work on her own.”

Rudford had his own do-it-yourself approach, and that link attracted him to Leeia’s vision.

“It’s kind of cool to work with someone who is already doing stuff on her own because then what I’m doing
plus what she is doing,” Rudford said. “R We had the first rehearsal and the rest was history.”

Rudford and Leeia have been working together for about a year. He enjoys working with her and knows that
her music will get somewhere.

“She doesn’t have a diva mentality,” said Rudford.”She’s focus, she’s motivated. She’s always working,
always hustling, always doing something to promote the brand. It’s easy to work with her, it’s cool.” He
envisions a bright future.

Leeia is no stranger to radio. She has been able to get her songs to stations like WVIP 93.5, the biggest
reggae station in New York.

“I stalk radio DJs and get myself familiar with them,” she said. “Some stations are harder to get to than
others. I haven’t been able to penetrate the Hot 97 market yet, but with 93.5, once the door was opened, it
was pretty much open.”

Leeia favors music videos. “Music videos take you to the next level. It makes you look more developed like,
`Okay, she’s serious about this,’ ” she said.

With videos, she has had to worry about getting everything from the extras to the location. She especially had
to worry about coming up with a concept.

“You can tell them that ‘I want a spaceship and some kangaroos,’ ” Leeia said, explaining that it’s necessary
to find a concept the director can actually carry out.

She posts her videos to YouTube, MySpace, and Vimeo. She also gets them to local television stations such
as BCAT and CIN. She likes working with the Manhattan Local Network and Hype TV as well.

For her videos, Leeia has worked with Los Angeles director Kevin Porter, who works with acts such as Limp
Bizkit and does feature films in addition to music videos.

“Leeia was a pleasure,” said Porter. “I work with a lot of artists who don’t know who they are and so when you
shoot them, they’re uncertain and they are just guessing on how they want to come across.”

Leeia, he said, “has a very, very concrete way and she knows who she is R I just let Leeia be Leeia and just
shoot her way.”
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More to do

Leeia is pleased with how her music career is going so far, but realizes that she has a long way to go.

“This takes work. For the average artist, it takes years,” she said. “I haven’t put in enough time yet. Two years

is not enough at all.”

Her music has been taking off though. Her track “Ups and Downs” will be featured in the upcoming movie

“Don’t Blame The Lettuce,” a relationship drama by writer and director David Jones.

Leeia’s life has become all about music. Though she didn’t know that she always wanted to be a singer, she

does know what she feels about music.

” Music isHme. That’s what I do,” she said. “I gotta love it or forget it, I’m wasting my life.”
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Q C C  N E W S

The effects of serving time overseas do not
simply disintegrate when a person enlisted in the
armed forces returns home. Many troops have
uncontrollable feelings of fear, rage, or even a
sense of alienation. It is difficult for the men and
woman who have served in the military to convert
his or her lifestyle back to its previous equilibri-
um.  In order to help those who have been affected
either emotionally or mentally, Queensborough
Community College is launching a Veterans
Center conveniently located on campus.

In August 2007, Dr. Rustin, Director of
Counseling, proposed the development of a
Veterans Center at QCC. His proposal was titled,
“Enhancing Services to Veterans and Reservists at
CUNY.” His idea has since been accepted and
welcomed to the QCC campus. The launching of
the veterans center is to occur in January 2008. An
extensive agenda has been prepared and is cur-

rently awaiting action.   
Besides mental health counseling at the cen-

ter, reservists and veterans will also have access to
a trained counselor that will assist them academi-
cally. Many veterans have Veterans
Administration grants that cover tuition costs.
However, with these grants come several require-
ments that must be fulfilled. Many veterans may
not know the exact expectations attached to the
V.A. grants so the counselors at the Veterans
Center will keep the participants on track academ-
ically, with peer mentors assisting with college
entrance courses, one-on-one help registering and
selecting classes, and also constant attention on
attendance and grades to decrease the chance of
academic probation.

Director Dr. Rustin has stated that he does not
want the services at the Veterans Center to be
exclusively for veterans or reservists. He would

like to encourage family members or friends who
have been affected by their loved ones being
enlisted in the armed forces to know that they
have access to support at the Veterans Center.
They will have the ability to receive private or
perhaps group counseling to cope with altered
relationship dynamics. The center will be located
in the lower level of the Student Union building.
In January 2008, veterans, reservists, and affected
family members or friends will finally have a
location which will enable them a safe surrender.

To acquire more information, contact QCC
counselor Andrea Cohen who is currently working
with Director Dr Rustin. Ms. Cohen is located at
the counseling center in the Library Building,
room 428. She is also available via telephone at
718-631-6370.

Safe Surrender
BY BREANNE HANSON

A writer’s written word is a jewel waiting to be found. Every writer
wants to see their work published, to show to the world and themselves some-
thing that they created. To get your work published though, can be a long,
frustrating and expensive process. One student club at QCC has found a solu-
tion: start a student publication club.

The idea of a student publication club was proposed by English Professor
Joel Kuszai, the faculty advisor for the QCC Student Publication Club. He
wanted to show students who are passionate about their writing how they can
make their dreams come true. The students involved hope to start creating
chapbooks and mini magazines of literature, poetry and whatever forms of art
they can get their hands on. I had the opportunity to meet with a couple of
members and the faculty advisor of the QCC Student Publication club. These
friendly and passionate people want to help anyone who is passionate about
their writing and getting it out in the world. Students, faculty, alumni and
members of the community can submit their work for publication, and club
members are more than happy to help you with the process, to help you edit
your work, to teach you about publication, and more.

The process for publication through the QCC Student Publication Club is
simple. All you have to do is submit your work to the club, whether it’s
through the officers of the club, the faculty advisor or emailing their website,
publicationclub.org, which is still under development. Together, you will be
working on how you want your book to look. With the aid of Adobe In
Design, you can format your work into a chapbook or a small magazine. After
you have that set up, it will be sent to a printer or printed out on a laser print-
er. All there is left to do is to sit down and take the club’s saddle stapler and
staple your copies. And there you have it, your first published book! 

Professor Kuszai will also help students through the copyright process.
What happens to the copies of these publications is completely up to you, the
student. You can have copies of your book or magazine in the school’s
library. You can hand them out to friends and family. You can sell it. It’s your
book! As an aspiring writer, I was completely amazed that it can all be that
simple.  

The club isn’t only about helping others, but is also a way for the mem-
bers to express themselves. The president of the QCC Student Publication
Club, Kwasi West, had this to say about the purpose of the club and what it
means to him: “Basically, what the club means to me is what writing original-
ly meant, something to make myself and others happy. To hold something out
and say, ‘This is what I created’, only now, this club is letting others do the
same. Cause no matter how you cut it, we all have something we wanna say.
So we all get a chance to say, ‘This is what I created’. I know that if we all
had the chance to get something we created out there, the sense of fulfillment
we would get won’t compare to anything this society thinks can be bought.
Most people are not happy in society. Let’s face it. The suicide rate in this
country is highest at this time of year. We need anti-depressants of the oldest
kind: art, literature. Let’s be mature enough to admit that shall we? No matter
how many songs our iPods can hold, or how many “profile views” we have, it
won’t make up for the depression we all feel on those lonely nights in our
beds. The media says pills and therapy is the answer, but it’s not. Let’s save
the fragments of our existence and write our stories. Even if it’s boring, even
if it’s horrid, even if it makes you cry, for us all, for tomorrow. Let’s show the
future we weren’t twiddling our thumbs away at our sidekicks and cell phones
during all hours of the day. Let’s tell them, ‘This is what I created’.”

Kwasi’s thoughts are only one perspective that can be found among the
founding members of this great idea that will benefit the writers of QCC.
During the Spring semester of 2008, on every first and third Wednesday dur-
ing club hours in room H-116, come and meet the different writers who have
one goal in mind: creation. This club has big plans in mind. From online
meetings to discuss publication to fundraisers to raise money to produce and
publish good quality books and magazines, this club could be on its way to
making great things happen on the campus of QCC and beyond. To find out
more information on the club, contact the faculty advisor, Joel Kuszai at
jkuszai@qcc.cuny.edu. And start gathering your writing to be published!

Get Published with the QCC Student Publication Club
BY CHRISTINA RODRIGUEZ

Dr. Gaines-Jeffries
1970-2007
BY MARIO ARRENDELL

We are honored to have had a great Professor like Dr. Gaines-

Jeffries teach at Queensborough Community College. Dr. Tracy

Patricia Gaines-Jeffries, 37, departed this life on June14, 2007 in

New York. She was originally from Johnstown, Pennsylvania. She

came to teach at Queensborough in the spring semester of 2006.

She was a Doctor of Podiatric Medicine, having received her B.A.

in biology from the University of Pittsburgh, and was a graduate of

the Ohio College of Podiatric Medicine. She was not only a great

scholar, but was also a member of the woman’s basketball team for

Ohio University. Before teaching at Queensborough, she taught at

the Community College of Allegheny County. At the time of her

death, she was a professor of anatomy and physiology at

Queensborough. Her students describe her as being a dynamic and

energetic instructor who cared very much about their success. She

also enjoyed a great relationship with her departmental colleagues

who describe her as a person who loved teaching and everyone

around her. 

Her passing was a tragic loss to everyone, especially to her hus-

band Brian and their three young children. Dr. Gaines-Jeffries will

be truly missed for her enthusiastic personality and for the invalu-

able inspiration and support she provided to her students. 
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School Bus Drivers Picket Their Own Union
MARCH 5, 2010 | BROOKLYN COLLEGE

By Christina Rodriguez

A group of frustrated school bus drivers and escorts who have been without a contract for eight months

protested on Tuesday in front their union building in Ozone Park, complaining of a lack of transparency by

their union leaders who are negotiating the new contract.

The dissident union members, who call themselves Local 1181 Members for Change, belong to the

Amalgamated Transit Union and are among those who bus hundreds of children to New York City Public

Schools and school trips

“They won’t tell us what’s on the table,” said Reina Martinez, a member for 15 years. “They won’t say

anything. The last contract, negotiations lasted for almost a year.”

The group marched around the front of the building shouting rhythmic pleas: “What do we need? Contract!

When do we want it? Now!”

The protestors said that they have the lowest pensions for bus drivers in the city, no medical coverage for

retirement, and receive no retroactive pay.

“If you retire before you are ready for Medicare, you have nothing,” said Dina Nero, who has been an escort

for the past 15 years.

“I know guys who are still driving in their late 70’s,” said John Eadicicco, a bus driver for 20 years. “It’s a

shame.”

School bus drivers put in $38.50 weekly towards their pension for 40 weeks of the year while management

contributes $74.40. After 25 years of service, that equals $1275 a month compared to $2650 a month in

pensions for city bus drivers.

Escorts complain that they get much less though they work just as many hours and days as the school bus

drivers.

“I deal with a lot,” said Dina Nero. “Some of the children are difficult. We’re out in all kinds of weather. And

now we have the union who’s supposed to stand besides us and we still have no contract.”

Union leaders were not available for comment.
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